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](x): = w(x)(f(x)~ Ti, r [f](x))
has r+l + 2 points. This later restriction may be lifted and one obtains the following classification. THEOREM 
The operator Ti, r [f] is continuous at f if and only if f is normal or belongs to the class (R;, r .
In order to prove this, one now only has to cope with the case that the error function has an alternant of l+r + 2 points. By a proper construction one finds a sequence of continuous functions f n \ n-\, 2, • • • that converges uniformly to ƒ and whose associated ^-approximations do not converge to Ti >r [f] .
The construction is not quite easy, because on the other hand one can prove that Ti, r in (a, b) f if f n converges to ƒ uniformly in [a, b] , and if dj,r[7VM] = !•• This result shows that one might expect convergence in a somewhat looser sense. If the defect is greater than 1, then pointwise convergence no longer persists, although from every sequence f n uniformly converging to ƒ a subsequence can be extracted for which the associated T-approximations converge pointwise with at most r exceptional points in [a, b] . Thus the best one can hope for is convergence in measure.
THEOREM 2. Given f<~C [a, b] . To every c>0, ei>0 one can find ö > 0 such that
\\f-i\\<s implies that there is a finite number of intervals depending on g whose total length is less than ei such that for all points of [a, b] not lying in the said intervals the inequality

|ZV|/](*)-T hr [g](x)\ <e holds.
The proofs of these results will be given elsewhere, the methods used are similar to that of §7 of Werner (1962) [4] .
